We study the extended Jaynes-Cummings-Hubbard model on the triangular and one-dimensional cavity lattices. By using mean-field and density matrix renormalization group methods, we observe various types of solids with different density patterns and find evidences for light supersolids. The triangular lattices exhibit extended supersolid regions in the phase diagram. Apart from the holeexcited supersolid phase, we also see an additional supersolid phase. Besides, novel pair correlations are found due to the interplay between the atoms in the cavities and atom-photon interaction. On the one-dimensional lattices both for the hardcore and softcore models, we find indications for a particle-excited or a hole-excited supersolid phase emerging around the solid phase. Beats emerge within the SS phase for the density-density correlation in both hardcore and softcore models. The results are helpful in guiding experimentalists in realizing novel quantum phases on optical lattices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Searching for novel supersolids (SS) and exploring their nature is an interesting topic in the field of condensed matter physics [1] [2] [3] [4] . The controllable ultracold-atom system in optical lattices provides a pristine and convenient platform to realize such tasks [5, 6] . Multicomponent systems of ultracold atoms are possible candidates to host the SS phase [7] [8] [9] [10] . The JaynesCummings-Hubbard (JCH) model is a particular two component system, which is a combination of the JC model [11, 12] and the coupled cavities where each cavity contains a two-level atom.
Experimentally, the JCH model can be realized by a coupled-transmission-line resonator [13] or trapped ions [14] .
Analytically, the mean-field (MF) theory [15, 16] , the Ginzburg-Landau theory [17] , the strongcoupling random-phase approximation method [18] are all used to study the properties of the JCH model. Furthermore, the correlation and critical exponents of the JCH model can be obtained by many reliable numerical methods, such as, the density matrix renormalization group algorithm(DMRG) [19, 20] and the quantum Monte-Carlo(QMC) method [21, 22] .
Moreover, several interesting topics concerning the JCH model have been studied, which include fractional quantum Hall physics [23] , quantum transport [24] , quantum-state transmission [25] , on-site disorder [16, 26] and the interesting quantum phase transition between the superfluid (SF) phase and the Mott-insulator (MI) phase [12] .
All of these previous works ignored the interaction between atoms. Until recently, the light supersolid was found in the Dicke model of a cavity modeled by quantum electrodynamics coupled with a one dimensional Rydberg lattice with the next repulsion [27] . However, since the photon hopping between each cavity was not considered, it remains unclear whether or not the photon hopping will break the supersolid phase. At the same time, the regimes of the SS phase by a hole or particleexcited mechanism is very narrow in the phase diagram. It is interesting to study the extended JCH model on the triangular cavity lattices and check whether the additional SS exists in the phase diagram, which may be stabilized by an order-by-disorder mechanism as discussed in Refs. [28] [29] [30] in the context of Bose-Hubbard models on triangular lattices.
On the other hand, in Ref. [31] a light supersolid in the extended JCH model on the square lattices was found by MF methods. The authors pointed out that the supersolid phase needed to be confirmed by other large scale numerical methods, as the results from the MF method are not very reliable. Therefore, it is necessary to study the extended JCH model on the one dimensional lattices, which is also a bipartite lattice but can be tackeled easier by means of the numerically exact DMRG method.
In this work, we firstly study the extended JCH model on the triangular lattices, just by showing the mean-field phase diagrams, in which the regimes of the SS phase is wider than those of the one dimensional lattices. The phase transitions between different phases are also studied.
Some results are also confirmed by the DMRG method of the model on the triangular zigzag ladder. Besides, a phase with dominant pair correlations is found by the DMRG method.
Furthermore, the extended JCH model is studied on the one dimensional lattices and the SS phase appears around the tips of the solid for both the softcore and harcore models. The stability of the SS phase is also checked by a finite size scaling analysis with the DMRG method. The experimental signatures of the SS phase are also shown by the momentum distribution and correlation. Interestingly, beats emerge within the SS phase for the density-density correlation.
The outline of this work is as follows. Section II shows the JCH model and the Hamiltonian. Section III shows the MF and the DMRG methods. Section IV shows the results of the hardcore JCH model on the triangular lat- A photon denoted by a red symbol is tunneling between two different cavities which are labeled by i and i + 1, and t is the hopping strength. In each cavity, the atom has two energy levels which are labeled by two separated horizontal lines.
tices by MF method and the triangular zigzag ladder by DMRG method. Section V shows the results of the JCH model on the 1D lattice for both the hardcore and softcore models by the MF method and the DMRG method. Concluding comments are made in Section VI.
II. MODEL AND HAMILTONIAN
Figs. 1 (a) and (b) show the JCH model on the one dimensional and triangular cavity lattices. For convenience, we decompose each unit cell into two (three) sublattices labeled by A and B (A, B and C).
On each cavity site i, the two-level atom is contained. The on-site coupling between the photons and the atom on each site i can be described by the JC Hamiltonian H
where the total number of excitations is ρ ≡ i n i = i (n σ i + n a i ), µ is the chemical potential, t is the hopping amplitude of photons between a pair of neighboring lattice sites i and j and V is the nearest-neighbor interactions between the atoms.
In the limit of a dominant atom-photon coupling β ≫ V, t for fillings ρ < 1 one may project model (2) to its low-energy-subspace composed of sites with on-site singlets (|g, 1 x − |e, 0 x )/ √ 2 and empty sites |g, 0 x . After identification with the states |1 
with bosonic annihilation (creation) operators
The properties of model (3) have been studied extensively for various lattice geometries in for example Refs. [28, 29, [32] [33] [34] . In the following we focus on the properties of the model (2) in the regime t < V β.
III. METHODS

A. Cluster mean field method
The single-site MF has successfully predicted the SF-MI phase transition without long-range interaction (V =0) [35] . The cluster mean-field (CMF) will be more reasonable to predict the physics in the interaction systems (V =0) [36] [37] [38] [39] . The basic idea is to divide the system into N c unit cells, and each unit cell contains nc sites. The Hamiltonians within each cell are treated exactly and the Hamiltonians between each cell are approximated by AB ≈ A B + A B − A B .
The total Hamiltonian can be considered as a sum over the local Hamiltonians on each unit cell, which contain the parts treated exactly H 
The Hamiltonian H c in can be expressed as:
where
The chemical potential of photons is µ p and the chemical potential of atoms is µ s , and the different labels of chemical potential are convenient to test our codes. In real simulations, µ p = µ s = µ − ω, ∆ = ω − ε, and ∆ are maintained at zero for convenience.
The Hamiltonian H c MF is given by:
where z is equal to 1, the chosen setting in Ref. [31] , q = z for the one-dimension lattices, q = 2z for the triangular lattices, and Ψ i = a i is the superfluid order parameter, ρ σ i = n σ i is the number of atomic excitations. In the SF phase, Ψ i is homogeneous between different lattice sites.
The solid or density wave orders denoted by ∆ρ a , ∆ρ σ , and ∆Ψ are defined by:
We also define the total excitation ρ = ρ a + ρ σ [12] , and ∆ρ = 1 2 (∆ρ a + ∆ρ σ ). In the one dimensional lattices, a possible solid pattern (ρ A , ρ B ) is equal to (0, 1) and denoted by SI. In the triangular lattices, (ρ A , ρ B , ρ C ) are equal to two possible patterns (0, 0, 1) and (0, 1, 1) respectively, which are denoted by SII and SIII. In the perfect SI, SII and SIII phases, ∆ρ is equal to 1/4, 2/9 and 2/9 with t/β = 0, respectively. We have verified that our results are stable under enlargement of clusters, such as a larger cluster with size 6 sites [37] .
B. DMRG method
To confirm the results obtained by the CMF method, we also use the DMRG [40, 41] method to get the groundstate energy and the wave function with open boundary conditions keeping up to m = 600 matrixstates in the sector of a fixed number of excitations ρ. We calculate several observables and correlation-functions to characterize the various groundstate-phases.
The structural factor is defined to characterize the solid order [28-30, 42, 43] .
. S k /L has a peak at k = π for the SI phase but for the triangular zigzag ladder, the location of the maximum S k /L, labeled by S m k /L is not necessarily at k = π (will be discussed). It should be noted that ρ and ρ a can also be substituted into the above equation and both quantities can reflect the solid order. Another signal of the solid orders are the TABLE I. Values of the order parameters for typical phases. "E" denotes exponentially decaying, "P" denotes power-law decaying.
power-law decaying of atom excitation correlation C σ n (r) and photon density correlation C a n (r), defined by
In some regimes, the above correlations emerge in the shape of beats [44, 45] .
The superfluid order could be denoted by non-integer fillings and power-law decaying of the non-diagonal correlation:
The Fourier transform of the C a (r), namely, the momentum distribution is defined as
which was observed experimentally [5] . Besides the usual single particle tunneling correlation, pairing-correlations may be defined as
In Tab. I, we show the values or the behaviors of the order parameters for several typical phases.
IV. THE RESULTS ON THE TRIANGULAR LATTICES
A. The CMF results on the triangular lattices Firstly, in the limit t = 0 and large β ≫ V , where Eq. (3) is valid, the energy per unit cell is Fig. 1(b) . By increasing µ, the density ρ will undergo platforms with values of 1/3, 2/3 with solid patterns (n σ A , n σ B , n σ C ) are (0, 0, 1) and (0, 1, 1), which have special interest. In a grand-canonical ensemble, the two solid phases exhibit a direct transition at t = 0 with all states with 1/3 < ρ < 2/3 being macroscopically degenerate in this classical limit. The hardcore Bose-Hubbard model on the triangular lattices has been studied in Refs. [28, 29, 42, 43] on triangular lattices for a finite hopping |t| > 0 and the emergence of supersolid phases stabilized by an order-bydisorder mechanism for intermediate fillings 1/3 < ρ < 2/3 has been shown.
In our calculations, V /β is set to be 0.4 just as in Ref. [31] , fixing β = 1 as the unit. In Fig. 2 we present the results of our CMF simulations for these parameters which show the two solid phases SII and SIII for a finite atom-photon coupling β in the limit of vanishing and small t ≪ β. It is important to note, that for t = 0 as known for the Bose-Hubbard limit the two phases exhibit a first order transition with a macroscopic jump of density between the two platforms. Furthermore, as shown in Figs. 2 (a) and (b), due to the coupling between atoms and photons, the SII and SIII phases are not symmetric with µ/β = −0.77, which is different from the particle hole symmetry of the hardcore bosons on the triangular lattices [28] [29] [30] .
Interestingly, as shown in Fig. 2 (c) , the SS phase appears between the SII and SIII phases with ∆Ψ = 0. Between the two solids, the SS phase can be understood in terms of photon-tunneling breaking the degeneracy between the SII and SIII phases. Hence, the emergence of such a SS phase may be based on an orderby-disorder mechanism as conjectured for Bose-Hubbard- limit in Refs. [28] [29] [30] .
In Fig. 2 (c) , we also find that below the SII phase another SS phase emerges, which may be understood as hole-excited SS phase [27] . In Fig. 2 (d) , ∆Ψ is shown along t/β = 0.025, and its values are not zero around µ/β = −1 (hole-excited SS) and µ/β = −0.8, respectively.
To illustrate the above results more detailed, we scan the phase diagram along the lines with different values of t/β. As an example, we choose t/β = 0.015 in Fig. 3 . Starting at µ/β = −0.85 and increasing µ/β to −0.785, the system is in the SII phase with ρ = 1/3, Ψ = 0 and ∆ρ = 0.22. With a further increase of µ/β, the three quantities Ψ, ∆Ψ and ∆ρ become nonzero continuously, and the system enters into a SS phase. Since this SS phase is understood from particle-doping on the SII phase, therefore, we denote it as a SSII phase.
By increasing µ/β to −0.77, the quantities ρ and ∆Ψ jump to nonzero values and the system enters into another SS phase. This SS phase could be called SSIII, because it is formed by hole-doping on the solid SIII. The phase transition of SSII to SSIII is first order. This is consistent with previous work [46, 47] , in which the two SS phases of hardcore bosons take place according to first-order transitions. By continued increase of µ/β to −0.68, it is obvious that Ψ becomes nonzero, which means that the first-order SIII-SF phase transition takes place.
In the two ends of the SIII phase with fixed density ρ = 2/3, i.e., around µ/β = −0.75 and µ/β = −0.68, both ∆Ψ and Ψ are very weak and might disappear with larger system sizes.
In previous works, the nearest [32] or the next to nearest [48] repulsive interactions are the necessary conditions for the formation of the supersolid. It should be noted that in our model, even though there is no interaction between photons, the light supersolid emerges, because the repulsion of atoms will cause the effect of repulsion between photons due to the atom-photon coupling. This effected atom-photons can be verified by calculation of the expectation values of σ † i a i or σ i a † i . As shown in Fig. 3 (b Fig. 3(b) . Actually, the behaviors of a † i a † i+r , will be discussed in the next subsection.
B. The DMRG results on the triangular zigzag ladder
Considering the region of the hole-doped SS phase which is found in triangular lattices by using the MF method is not broad enough to distinguish whether there exists such a SS phase or not. In general, the SS phases are fragile against quantum fluctuations. As the triangular zigzag ladder are easier to be calculated by the DMRG method, in this section, we use the DMRG method to simulate the triangular zigzag ladder to further verify the results of the triangular lattices by using the CMF theory is reliable.
An important difference between the quasi 1D ladder geometry and the 2D lattices is that in the triangular two-leg-ladder a further solid density wave phase at halffilling can be found corresponding to a pattern (0, 0, 1, 1) in addition to the solid phases at fillings 1/3 and 2/3. The emergence and properties of these solid phases for the Bose-Hubbard limit have been studied in various works, e.g. Refs. [33, 34] . Fig. 4(a) shows the equation of state ρ versus µ/β with system size L = 96, t/β = 0.015 and V /β = 0.4. For this set of parameters only the gapped phase at 1/3 filling is visible, characterized by the plateau in the µ − ρ-curve. For the limit t → 0 gapped phases at 1/2 and 2/3 emerge as well (not shown). We observe a stable SS phase in the range about 1/3<ρ<2/3 and a clear example will be discussed for ρ = 0.42. The hole-excited supersolid (0.22 < ρ < 1/3) and the particle-excited supersolid (2/3 < ρ < 0.875) are also found.
To discuss the supersolid, Fig. 4 n(k) in the plane (k/π, ρ), where both distributions have distinct peaks for ρ 1/3. Also for ρ 1/3 we find indications for the presence of a hole-excited SS, which is also confirmed by the finite size scaling of the maximum structural factor in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . In the interval 1/3 < ρ < 2/3, clear peaks of both quantities observed means that the additional supersolid is found apparently. Particle-excited supersolid appears from the peaks for ρ 2/3. An extrapolation to the thermodynamic limit of the maximum structural factor S k , labeled by S m k , is performed with different sizes L = 48, 96, 192 in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 5(b) , the fitting of S m k /L at ρ = 0.25, 0.29, 0.31 (red triangular symbols) and ρ = 0.42 (blue diamond symbols) prove that the hole-excited SS phase and the additional SS phase, respectively, exist in the thermodynamic limit. Meanwhile, the particle-excited SS is also supported by nonzero S m k /L in the range 0.67 < ρ < 0.875, for instance, ρ = 0.71, 0.875 shown in Fig. 5(c) .
Interestingly, the µ − ρ curve shown in Fig. 4 pair-superfluid phase. Indeed, also the single-particle correlation-functions C a (r) in this region exhibit an exponential decay as can be seen in Fig. 6 (b) . The same is true for C σ (r) while the pairing correlations, e.g. C σ a (r) remain (small but) algebraic. The exponential suppression of the single-particle correlations may also be seen by the blurring of the momentum-distribution in that region as shown in Fig. 4 (c) . So, hence, for the 2D-zig-zag ladder we may observe both a pair-SS phase (for 1/3 ρ 1/2) as well as an ordinary SS phase.
Indeed, the presence of the pairing phase for the zigzag ladder may be understood already from the BoseHubbard limit for a strong atom-photon coupling due to the presence of the solid phase at half filling ρ = 1/2 for t → 0. In this limit one observes, that it is energetically favorable in a grand-canonical ensemble to dope the system with an even number of holes such that the total size of domain-wall excitations (in pairs of 3 lattice sites) become commensurate with the original crystalline lattice structure (4 lattice sites unit-cell). Hence we may understand the dominant pairing correlation observed numerically in the JCH-model on a zig-zag ladder as a reminiscent of this phase. 
V. JCH MODEL ON ONE DIMENSIONAL LATTICES
A. Hardcore JCH model
We study the 1D hardcore extended JCH model, for which the results may be confirmed by the DMRG method. The maximum number of photons is restricted to be one in each cavity site. It is well known that the number of photons is not fixed in a grand canonical ensemble [21] . Therefore, the softcore photon system will be checked in the next section. Fig. 7(a) shows the phase diagram as obtained from CMF-calculations, which contains the empty, SI, SS, SF and MI(ρ = 1) phases, by plotting Ψ in the plane (t/β, µ/β). The SS phase exists in the tips around the SI phase. The phase diagram is not exactly symmetric with particle-hole symmetry at µ/β = −0.915, which is a bit different from the case of hardcore bosons on bipartite lattices [49] [50] [51] as a result of the atom-photon coupling.
As t/β is small, and µ/β< − 1, the system is in an empty phase with ρ = 0 and Ψ = 0. While the system sits in the MI(ρ = 1) phase if µ/β > −0.83. Moreover, when −0.99<µ/β< − 0.84, the SI phase appears. As t/β gets larger, the system enters the SF phase. As discussed in Ref. [12] , for a large hopping t/β, the ground-state energy becomes negative and can be made arbitrarily small by increasing the total number of excitations. Herein, since the maximum number of photons is fixed, the SF remains stable.
In Fig. 7 (b), we scan t/β along µ/β from −0.95 to −0.99, ∆Ψ is obviously nonzero. The SS phase (∆Ψ = 0) emerges around the tips of the SI phase. A similar phase diagram of the JCH model has been obtained on the square lattice in Ref. [31] . The question about whether or not the SS phase could exist in the thermodynamic limit now can be verified by the DMRG method. In Fig. 8(a) , the SI phase exists with ρ = 1/2 due to V = 0. Around the SI phase, the SS phase obtained by the DMRG calculation labeled by SS(D) exists in the range 0.375 < ρ < 0.5. In previous works [7, 49] , for the hardcore bosons, there was no any SS phase. The emergence of the SS phase of the JCH model is similar to that of Ref. [27] , which is caused by hole-excitation. Particle-excited supersolid appears around 0.5 but larger than 0.5 (not shown). The SS phase of the MF method labeled by SS(M) exists around µ/β = −0.98 as ∆Ψ is nonzero. To clearly present ∆Ψ, we scale it up 12 times. Both methods support the SS phase.
The maximum structural factor S m k /L with sizes L = 48, 96, 144 are shown in Fig. 8(b) . In Fig. 8 (c) , finite size scaling analysis of S m k /L at ρ = 0.48 shows that hole-excited SS phase exists in the thermodynamic limit but it is weak. The data of ρ = 0.375, 0.5 are for the purpose of reference.
B. Softcore JCH model
To check whether or not the results in the above section are stable without the hardcore constraint, we assume there are 2 photons at most in each cavity. Fig. 9(a) shows the MF phase diagrams, which contain the SF, SI, SS and MI(ρ = 1) and MI (ρ = 2) phases.
By comparing the results of the hardcore JCH model, we find that the consistent results are as follows: Firstly, only one SI phase emerges in the range −0.975<µ/β< − 0.87. Secondly, the SS phase emerges only around the tip of the SI phase. In Fig. 9(b) , by scanning t/β along µ/β from −0.95 to −0.99, ∆Ψ is obviously nonzero, which indicates that increasing the occupation number of photons does not affect the emergence of the SS phase.
However, the SS phase only exists around the tip of the SI phase and the area is relatively very narrow in the phase diagram. According to Refs. [52] [53] [54] , a larger area of the SS phase appears if there is a strong interaction. For the JCH model, the SS phase does not obey this behavior even when V /β is very large. The reason is that the atom in each cavity only has two-level energies. For the softcore Bose-Hubbard model on the bipartite lattice [45, [55] [56] [57] [58] , in the phase diagrams, there is more than one solid phase and the possible patterns of occupation numbers are (0, 1), (0, 2), (0, 3) and (1, 2) etc · · · . However, only one solid phase emerges in the JCH model. The absence of degeneracy between different solid phases hinder the formation large area of the SS phase. The correlation C σ n (r) and its Fourier transform S k /L are also interesting quantities. We see beats or soliton patterns [45] . The non-diagonal correlation C a (r) and the momentum distribution n(k) are also calculated. The SS phase with solitons has new features, which will be illustrated here.
In Fig. 11(a) , we choose a point in the SS phase with t/β = 0.05, µ/β = −0.95, with size L = 128. Interestedly, the atom excitation correlation C σ n (r) emerges in the beats phenomenon [44] , or the so-called solitons as in Ref. [45] .
In Fig. 11(c) , the Fourier transform of C σ n (r), namely, S k /L is shown. We find that around k/π = 1, two peaks emerge and are symmetric with k/π = 1. This means that the system enters into a solid order. The positions of the two peaks are located at k 1 /π = 1.17 and k 2 /π = 0.83, which satisfy the existence condition of the beats [44] . Actually, according to λ 1 = 2 and λ 2 = 12, we can also obtain k 1 and k 2 [59] .
In Fig. 11(b) , C a (r) is plotted and no beats form, which is a different outcome from our former work [44] . In Fig. 11(d) , the momentum distribution n(k) emerges in a peak at k = 0, which indicates that the system has a SF order. Comparing with Fig. 11(c) , the SS phase has both the SF order and the solid order, as expected.
In summary, the system is in a SS phase with beats or solitons. We also calculated the C σ n (r) for the hardcore model, where the SS phase also emerges with beats.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Through a systematical study of the extended JCH model on the triangular and one dimensional lattices, we find that the light supersolid is stable in coupled cavities in the thermodynamic limit even when the photon hopping term is considered.
On the triangular lattices, in the phase diagram, apart from the hole-excited and particle-excited SS phase, we also see the additional SS phase. Obviously, the area of the supersolid is relatively wider than that in the one dimensional bipartite lattice, which is helpful to be detected experimentally.
For both the hardcore and softcore JCH models, using MF and the DMRG methods, we find the SS phases (hole-excited or particle-excited) exist around the tips of the solid phases.
It is worth mentioning, we find that the novel pair correlation caused by the interplay between the atoms in the cavities and the atom-photon interaction. On the other hand, the correlation in the SS phase emerges in the pattern of beats, or so-called solitons [45] , by the reliable DMRG method.
For the formation of the SS phase of the Bose-Hubbard model, the key is the interaction, which is absent between photons. However, the solid and SS of photons still can form through the atom-photon coupling.
It may be interesting to test the possibility of existence of pair correlation, beats and supersolid in other atom-photon coupled systems in the future. Our results, obtained by MF and the DMRG methods, will be helpful in the guiding experimentalists in realizing different and novel quantum phase on optical lattices.
